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Romaji
Sayonara sae umaku iezuni tada namida koraete...
ima sugu demo sukoshi kasureta koe kakete
kuresoude

kurushimi sae misenai anata wa totemo kirei de
hohoemi dake ukabe hitori kieteitta
Father's Day

"You can find the neo universe
without tears nor any words."
anata no kotoba daite

I'll take on the neo universe
without fears nor any doubts.
itsuka mata deaeru hi made

mune no naka no iro ase wa shinai omoide wa eien de
afuredashita namida wa yagate yuki e to kawatteyuku

sarusuberi no michibiku saki ni anata ga warattete...
chirihajimeta kono kisetsu ga boku ni totte
Father's Day

"You can find the neo universe
without tears nor any words."
anata no kotoba daite

I'll take on the neo universe
without fears nor any doubts.
kitto mata deaeru
Good-bye Dad...

"You can find the neo universe
without tears nor any words.
Dry your tears... You can go forth alone."

I'll take on the neo universe
without fears nor any doubts.
The many things you have left for me.
The many things you have left for me.
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"You can find the neo universe
without tears nor any words."
anata no kotoba daite

I'll take on the neo universe
without fears nor any doubts.
ima wa mae wo muite
zutto aruitekuyo

Good-Bye Dad...
Good-Bye Dad...

Thank you Dad...

Translation
Unable to even say good bye properly, I just hold back
the tears
As if even any minute now your voice calling out could
brush against me

Not even showing your pain, you were so beautiful
The father's day you vanished alone,
leaving just a smile hanging in the air

"You can find the Neo Universe
without tears nor any words."
I embrace your words

I'll take on the Neo Universe
without fears nor any doubts
Until someday when we can meet again

The memories inside my heart that will never fade
away, forever
the fallen tears will soon change to snow

Ahead, where the crape-myrtle leads, you are laughing
This season, begun to fall, is my Father's Day

"You can find the Neo Universe
without tears nor any words."
I embrace your words

I'll take on the Neo Universe
without fears nor any doubts
We can surely meet again
Good-bye Dad

"You can find the Neo Universe
without tears nor any words.



Dry your tears...You can go forth alone."

I'll take on the Neo Universe
without fears nor any doubts
The many things you have left for me
Good-bye Dad

"You can find the Neo Universe
without tears nor any words."
I embrace your words

I'll take on the Neo Universe
without fears nor any doubts
Now I turn to face ahead
always walking

Good-Bye Dad...
Good-Bye Dad...

Thank you Dad...
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